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Influence of chain topology on polymer
crystallization: poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)
rings vs. linear chains†
George Zardalidis,a Julian Mars,b Ju¨rgen Allgaier,c Markus Mezger,b Dieter Richterc
and George Floudas*a
The absence of entanglements, the more compact structure and the faster diffusion in melts of cyclic
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) chains have consequences on their crystallization behavior at the lamellar
and spherulitic length scales. Rings with molecular weight below the entanglement molecular weight
(M o Me), attain the equilibrium configuration composed from twice-folded chains with a lamellar
periodicity that is half of the corresponding linear chains. Rings with M 4 Me undergo distinct step-like
conformational changes to a crystalline lamellar with the equilibrium configuration. Rings melt from this
configuration in the absence of crystal thickening in sharp contrast to linear chains. In general, rings
more easily attain their extended equilibrium configuration due to strained segments and the absence of
entanglements. In addition, rings have a higher equilibrium melting temperature. At the level of the
spherulitic superstructure, growth rates are much faster for rings reflecting the faster diffusion and more
compact structure. With respect to the segmental dynamics in their semi-crystalline state, ring PEOs
with a steepness index of B34 form some of the ‘‘strongest’’ glasses.
1. Introduction
Polymer topology matters with respect to the structure, packing
and dynamics of chains. This relation can best be explored with
ring or cyclic polymers.1 Ring polymers have a unique topology
that is lacking free ends. This peculiarity of rings fascinated
scientists for several decades as the major chain relaxation
found in linear polymers (reptation) is completely suppressed.
Interestingly, nature employs ring topologies, for example, in
packing chromatin rings in nucleosomes providing easy access
to genetic information.2–4
For entropic reasons ring polymers are not interpenetrating
and rather contract into a folded form of a branched ‘‘lattice
animal’’. Hence, themore compact conformations with an asymp-
totic conformation of a crumpled globule for larger chains.5
Furthermore, the exponent, n, in the mean-square radius of
gyration, hRg2i B N2n is n B 2/5 to n B 1/3 with increasing
molecular weight, as suggested by theory5 and supported by
simulation.6–8 Ring polymers diffuse faster than linear polymers
(with DB N2.30.1, for large N similar to linear chains but with a
pre-factor that is larger for rings). Rings relax the stress much
faster than linear chains and the zero-shear viscosity scales as
ZB N1.40.2, i.e., with a much weaker dependence than the N3.4
scaling for entangled linear chains.8,9 These distinct structural
features of the ring topology are expected to have some dynamic
consequences. A first test of the dynamics was recently made in
a series of ring poly(ethylene oxide)s (PEO) by small-angle
neutron scattering and neutron spin-echo (NSE) spectroscopy.10–13
It revealed fast Rouse relaxation of loops relaxing like short
unentangled chains and slower loop motion with a lattice animal-
like loop displacement.
Since the ring topology affects the polymer coil conformations
(i.e., with more compact conformations), as well as the diffusion,
zero-shear viscosity and Rouse dynamics, it is likely that it will
leave a fingerprint on the nucleation and overall crystallization
behavior. After all, the crystalline structure is nucleated and
grown from the melt state and to the extent that the melt
conformations and dynamics of ring and linear chains differ
their semicrystalline state should also be different. In this
respect, several studies explored the effect of chain topology
on ring crystallization, however, with conflicting results. These
were recently reviewed extensively in ref. 14. For example, single
crystals of ring poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL)15 and of poly(tetrahydro-
furan) (PTHF)16 were prepared from solution and studied by AFM.
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With respect to the lamellar thickness and long period conflicting
reports were presented for PCL14,16 and poly(L-lactide) (PLLA).17
The nucleation and spherulitic growth was reported for poly-
ethylene (PE),18 PCL19–23 and PTHF24,25 ring polymers. Although
there is consensus on the higher nucleation density for ring
polymers, the structure of spherulites (banded in PHTF vs.
classical in PCL) and spherulitic growth rate (slower in PTHF,
PE and faster in PCL, with respect to their linear analogues)
remains an open question. Lastly, conflicting reports exist also
for the crystallization/melting temperatures of ring polymers
and in some cases for the overall degree of crystallinity. As
an example, lower melting temperatures were reported for
PTHF,24,25 PE,18 PLA,26 PEO27,28 and PCL29 while other studies
reported a higher melting temperature for polymeric alkanes,30
PE31 and PCL.15,16,20,32 In the latter studies15,16,20 the higher
melting temperature for rings (TNf = DH1/DS1, where T
N
f is the
equilibrium melting temperature, and DH1, DS1, the changes in
the enthalpy and entropy at the transition point) was attributed
to the lower configurational entropy in the melt state of the
more compact ring topologies as opposed to linear chains.
Here we employ the same ring PEOs investigated earlier with
respect to the structure and dynamics in the melt state with
NSE.10–13 We investigate their crystallization behavior by DSC,
and their crystal structure at the levels of unit cell, crystalline
lamellar and spherulitic superstructure, respectively, by wide-
angle X-ray scattering, small-angle X-ray scattering and polariz-
ing optical microscopy (POM). Lastly, the segmental dynamics
of the semi-crystalline polymers are investigated with dielectric
spectroscopy. All experiments refer to rather low molecular
weight polymers for which the most extended configurations
can be attained. With these tools we address the following open
questions: (a) how different is the structure at the different
length scales as well as the thermodynamics under equilibrium
and non-equilibrium conditions and (b) how the segmental
dynamics within the amorphous phase of the semi-crystalline
samples differ between ring and linear topologies. We find that
thermal annealing plays a crucial role in reaching the equili-
brium twice folded configuration of ring polymers. Ring polymers
undergo a distinct step-like conformational change from a crystal-
line lamellar composed of strained segments within the amor-
phous domains to a crystalline lamellar with the equilibrium
configuration. Rings melt from this configuration in the absence
of crystal thickening. In general, rings more easily attain their
extended equilibrium configuration due to strained segments and
the absence of entanglements. In addition, there is a higher
equilibrium melting temperature for rings.
2. Experimental section
(a) Materials
Cyclic PEOs were obtained from the linear polyethylene glycols
as described elsewhere. Linear polymers synthesized via anionic
polymerization were used as precursors for the ring-closure
reaction. Multiple fractionation minimized the linear contami-
nation of the cyclic polymers. The number average molecular
weights of the linear polymers were obtained by end-group
analysis using 1H-NMR in pyridine-d5 as solvent and by size
exclusion chromatography (SEC) using PEO calibration.13 Both
analytical methods are non-applicable for ring shaped PEO.
As the cyclisation reaction does not change the molecular
weight, identical values were assumed for the linear and the ring
versions. Four samples were prepared with the following charac-
teristics: (1) Mn(NMR) = 1860 g mol
1, Mn(SEC) = 1860 g mol
1
(L2k, R2k); (2) Mn(NMR) = 5100 g mol
1, Mn(SEC) = 5000 g mol
1
(L5k, R5k); (3)Mn(NMR) = 10100 gmol
1,Mn(SEC) = 9400 gmol
1
(L10k, R10k) and (4) Mn(NMR) = 20100 g mol
1, Mn(SEC) =
18600 g mol1 (L20k, R20k). The fractions of linear polymer in
the ring samples werer1% for the rings R2k, R5k, and R10k. For
R20k 3.7% were measured using the NMR method described
above. The sample characteristics are summarized in Table 1. SEC
traces of the purified ring polymers are given in Fig. S1, ESI.†
(b) Differential scanning calorimetry
The thermal properties were studied with a Q2000 (TA Instruments)
differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). Cooling and heating cycles
were performed at a rate of 10 K min1 and in a temperature range
between 173 K and 393 K. The instrument was calibrated for best
performance on the specific temperature range and heating/cooling
rate. The calibration sequence included a baseline calibration
for the determination of the time constants and capacitances of
the sample and reference sensor using a sapphire standard, an
enthalpy and temperature calibration for the correction of
thermal resistance using indium as standard (DH = 28.71 J g1,
Tm = 428.8 K), and a heat capacity calibration with sapphire
standard.
(c) Polarizing optical microscopy
A Zeiss Axioskop 40, equipped with a video camera and a fast
frame grabber was used to follow the superstructure formation
in the graft and block-graft systems. A Linkam temperature
control unit (THMS600), equipped with TMS94 temperature
programmer, was employed for the temperature-dependent
studies. Images were recorded following slow cooling (1 K min1)
from the melt state. In a second experiment the kinetics of
superstructure formation were investigated by performing
T-jumps from high temperatures (T = 353 K) to different final
crystallization temperatures where the growth of the crystalline
complex was followed. Subsequently, the system was heated
with 1 K min1 and the apparent melting temperature of the
superstructure was recorded.
Table 1 Characteristics of the ring polymers and their linear precursors
Sample code
Ring polymers Linear precursors
Linear unimer (%) Mw/Mn Mn (kg mol
1) Mw/Mn
2k 0.3 1.02 1.860 1.02
5k 0.4 1.01 5.100 1.01
10k 1.0 1.02 10.100 1.02
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(d) X-Ray scattering
Small-angle (SAXS) and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)
measurements were made using CuKa radiation (RigakuMicro-
Max 007 X-ray generator, Osmic Confocal Max-Flux curved
multilayer optics). 2D diffraction patterns were recorded on
an Mar345 image plate detector at a sample-detector distance
of 2240 mm (SAXS) and of 311 mm (WAXS). Intensity distribu-
tions as function of the modulus of the total scattering vector,
q = (4p/l) sin(2y/2), where 2y is the scattering angle, were
obtained by radial averaging of the 2D datasets. Oriented fibers
of 1.0 mm diameter were prepared by a mini-extruder at 293 K.
In the WAXS experiments, temperature dependent measurements
were made in the range from 293 K to 323 K in 5 K steps on
heating. SAXS experiments on the crystallization kinetics were
made as follows: the sample was first heated to an initial
temperature of 353 K followed by fast cooling to different final
crystallization temperatures. Sufficient time (typically 1–8 hours)
was given at each temperature to allow crystallization. Following
this time interval, a 1 h long measurement was made to obtain its
crystalline structure. Subsequently, the sample was slowly heated
with a constant temperature ramp of 0.15 K min1 to 353 K.
During this ramp, 2–3 min long measurements were made to
record the crystal thickness as a function of temperature up to the
melting point. For example, for the L5k PEO, the following
crystallization temperatures were chosen: 321 K, 322 K, 323 K,
324 K and 325 K. For the 5k Ring PEO, the crystallization
temperatures were: 321 K, 323 K and 325 K.
(e) Dielectric spectroscopy (DS)
Dielectric spectroscopy measurements were made as a function
of temperature in the range from 163 K to 303 K using a
Novocontrol Alpha frequency analyzer (frequency range from
102 to 107 Hz). The complex dielectric permittivity e* = e0  ie00,
where e0 is the real and e00 is the imaginary part, is a function
of frequency o, temperature T, and in general pressure P,
e* = e*(o, T, P).33–35 In the analysis of the DS spectra we have
used the empirical equation of Havriliak and Negami (HN)36
eHN o;Tð Þ ¼ e1 Tð Þ þ De Tð Þ
1þ io  tHN Tð Þð Þm½ n
þ s0 Tð Þ
iefo
(1)
where tHN(T, P) is the characteristic relaxation time, De(T, P) =
e0(T, P)  eN(T, P) is the relaxation strength of the process
under investigation, m, n (with limits 0o m, mnr 1) describe,
respectively, the symmetrical and unsymmetrical broadening of
the distribution of relaxation times, s0 is the dc-conductivity
and ef is the permittivity of the free space. In the fitting
procedure, we have used the e00 values at every temperature
and in some cases the e0 data were also used as a consistency
check. From, tHN the relaxation time at maximum loss, tmax, is
obtained analytically following:







In the temperature range where two relaxation processes contri-
bute to e* there are two ways of representing the data. The first
one, followed here, is based in a summation of two HN
functions and assumes statistical independence in the frequency
domain. The second one, proposed by Williams and Watts is a
molecular theory for the dipole moment time-correlation function
Cm(t) (also known as ‘‘Williams ansatz’’).
37 In addition to the
measured e00 spectra the derivative of e0 (de0/d lnoB –(2/p)e) have
been used in the analysis of the dynamic behavior.38
3. Results and discussion
As will become apparent below a number of features of ring
PEOs, like crystal thickness, equilibrium melting temperature
and overall crystallinity, are strongly influenced by the thermal
history. Therefore, in the following we will discuss states away
and closer to equilibrium separately. Evidently, much of the
confusion in literature is related to this distinction.
(a) States away from equilibrium
In this first part we discuss the crystallization and melting
behavior of rings in relation to their linear counterparts under
the condition that the crystallization/melting is followed without
any annealing procedure. The DSC traces of all linear and ring
PEOs investigated herein, obtained with a cooling/heating rate of
10 K min1 are shown in Fig. S2, ESI.† The results from this study
are summarized in Table 2 (for the degree of crystallinity the same
heat of fusion was employed for the 100% crystalline PEO, namely
196 J g1).
The traces display a higher crystallization/melting peak for
the linear chains as depicted in Fig. 1. As we will discuss below
with respect to the states closer to equilibrium, this conclusion
is erroneous as it reflects the non-equilibrium nature of folded
chains (also seen in ref. 28). For PCL, on the other hand, both
apparent and equilibrium melting temperatures were higher
for rings. This may imply slower kinetics in PEO. The structure,
at the level of the unit cell and crystalline lamellar, were
investigated by WAXS and SAXS, respectively. The WAXS patterns
of L2k and R2k are shown in Fig. 2 at ambient temperature.
The scattering pattern for L2k exhibits the (021), (110), (120),
(112), (032), (024) and (131) Bragg reflections of the ordinary
monoclinic PEO structure39 with lattice parameters a = 0.81 nm,
b = 1.30 nm, c = 1.95 nm and b = 125.41. The pattern for R2k show
a less ordered structure with peaks corresponding to the (120) and
(032) reflections of the same monoclinic lattice. Hence, both
Table 2 Thermodynamics (apparent melting temperature, heat of fusion,
degree of crystallinity, change of entropy) of linear and ring PEOs under
non-equilibrium conditions (rate 10 K min1)
PEG Tm0 (K) Xc DH (J g
1) DS (J g1)
L2k 326 0.89 175 0.53
R2k 321 0.67 132 0.41
L5k 328 0.62 122 0.37
R5k 328 0.58 114 0.35
L10k 336 0.85 167 0.50
R10k 330 0.85 166 0.50
L20k 336 0.64 126 0.38
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linear and ring PEO chains crystallize with an identical unit cell.
This shows that at aBnm length scale the ring topology does not
influence the primary crystal structure.
The SAXS curves for some linear and ring PEOs are depicted
in Fig. 3 at 298 K, obtained from the extruded fibers without
any annealing. The samples, by definition are away from equili-
brium. Nevertheless, some interesting features can be seen. For
example, for the lowest molecular weight PEOs, (L2k/R2k), the
first order diffraction peak of R2k coincides with the second
order diffraction peak from L2k. This trend holds approxi-
mately for the higher molecular weight samples as well. It can
be interpreted as reflecting a more folded structure for rings.
We will return to this point in discussing the equilibrium
structures.
(b) States closer to equilibrium
Here we make the distinction between the lower molecular
weight samples (L2k and R2k) that always attain their equili-
brium configuration, and the higher molecular weights that in
the absence of annealing are away from equilibrium. With an
average lamellar thickness of L = l/(1 + n), where l is the
crystalline chain length, l = Mn/n = 12.64 nm (n = 158.2 g nm1
is the molar mass per unit length along c axis)40 and n is the
number of folds, L2k has an extended chain conformation
(no folds). R2k has also the equilibrium structure with a
twice-folded conformation (i.e., the long period for L2k is twice
that for the R2k; here with respect to folding of rings we employ
the definition used in ref. 27). Hence the chains in both L2k
and R2k crystallize with their equilibrium structure. We note
here that the entanglement molecular weight for PEO is
Me B 1620 g mol
1.41
For M 4 Me a different protocol has to be employed to
access the equilibrium conformations. This involves isothermal
crystallization from the melt state, followed by slow heating up
to the melting point. During the slow heating ramp, the long
period is recorded. As an example, we show in Fig. S3 ESI,† the
SAXS patterns of L5k, crystallized isothermally at 322 K (from
an initial temperature of 353 K) followed by subsequent slow
heating. The patterns show the usual lamellar thickening of
linear polymers. Fig. 4 depicts similar experiments performed
with R5k crystallized isothermally at two different temperatures:
321 K and at 325 K, followed by slow heating to the melting point.
Crystallization of the same sample at the intermediate
temperature of 323 K is shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†). The isother-
mally crystallized R5k displays significantly different behavior
than L5k (Fig. 4). Following isothermal crystallization at 321 K
the SAXS pattern displays a peak at q B 0.65 nm1. The peak
position persists on subsequent heating to B325 K. At higher
temperatures a step-like change to q B 0.3 nm1 is observed
reflecting doubling of lamellar periodicity. R5k melts directly
Fig. 1 Crystallization (open symbols) and apparent melting temperature
(filled symbols) for linear (red symbols) and ring (green symbols) PEOs.
All measurements refer to a heating/cooling rate of 10 K min1. The lines
are a guide for the eye.
Fig. 2 WAXS patterns of L2k (top) and R2k PEO (bottom). The red line in
the latter gives the contribution from the amorphous part. Arrows give the
position and (hkl) indices of the Bragg reflections corresponding to the
monoclinic unit cell of PEO.
Fig. 3 SAXS patterns for the linear and corresponding ring PEOs under
non-equilibrium conditions (i.e., not annealed samples) at 298 K. Arrows
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from this state without any further thickening. The isothermal
crystallization at 323 K (Fig. S4, ESI†) displays a similar behav-
ior but now the step-like increase takes place at 327 K. More
interesting is the behavior of the isothermally crystallized R5k
at 325 K (Fig. 4). At this temperature the peak appears already
at q B 0.3 nm1 and the crystalline lamellar is melted directly
from this periodicity without any further thickening. We
emphasize here the difference between L5k and R5k chains,
with the continuous lamellar thickening as opposed to a step-
like increase in lamellar periodicity, respectively. More detailed
structural information can be obtained from a correlation
function analysis of the intensity distributions. The electron
density correlation function, K(z), obtained from the inverse
Fourier transformation of the intensity distribution, I(q), allows
obtaining the long spacing, d, and interlamellar amorphous
layer measured along the lamellar normal (da). The crystalline
lamellar thickness is then obtained as dc = d  da. This type of
analysis was made for R5k crystallized at the higher tempera-
ture (i.e. at 325 K) and the result is shown in Fig. S5 (ESI†). From
the long spacing, d (B20 nm), and interlamellar amorphous layer
thickness, da (B8 nm) the obtained crystalline lamellar thickness
(dc = 12 nm) is approximately half the corresponding distance of
the extended chain conformation for linear chains.
Results on the relation between crystallization temperature
and crystal thickness, dc, from the isothermally crystallized PEOs
are summarized in Fig. 5. For the linear PEOs, the data indicate a
continuous lamellar thickening process on heating. Following
Strobl et al.,42 lines corresponding to the crystallization and
re-crystallization temperatures are shown. They both have a
general dependence according to the Gibbs-Thomson (GT)
equation:






Eqn (3) describes the suppression of the melting temperature of
a crystal with thickness, dc, to temperatures below the equili-
brium melting, TNf , caused by the excess free energy, se, of the
fold surface (DHf is the heat of fusion). The crystallization line,
describing the relation between the crystal thickness and the
initial crystallization temperature – where the samples were
isothermally crystallized – follows as
1
dc
¼ Cc T1c  T
 
(4)
where TNc , is a controlling temperature. The re-crystallization
line depicts the relation of crystal thickness to the temperature
range where a continuous lamellar thickening (i.e., re-crystallization)
takes place according to:
1
dc
¼ CR T1c  T
 
(5)
This situation for the ring polymers is very different. First, as
indicated in Fig. 5, the crystallization line for the ring polymers
coincides with the re-crystallization line for linear PEOs. Secondly,
and more important, rings undergo distinct conformational
changes towards the equilibrium lamellar. When crystallized at
Fig. 4 SAXS patterns of R5k PEO obtained on heating following isothermal crystallization (a) at 321 K and (c) at 325 K. The corresponding Lorentz-
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low temperatures, they undergo a distinct lamellar thickening
by doubling of the long period andmelt from this configuration
without any substantial crystal thickening. When crystallized at
higher temperatures (i.e., at 325 K) they immediately attain the
equilibrium configuration and melt from this state without any
crystal thickening. The equilibrium melting temperature, T

m,
for R5k is atB337 K (shown with the horizontal dashed line in
Fig. 5) whereas for L5k is at B329 K. Similarly for R10k, the
equilibrium melting temperature is at B336 K, whereas for
L10k is at 334 K. In general, rings have a higher melting
temperature than linear chains. This was also the conclusion
from an earlier investigation on ring PEOs27 although the
precise mechanism was not tracked. This situation for the
annealed samples is very different than the ones obtained away
from equilibrium (i.e., in Fig. 1 and Table 1). We attribute the
confusion in literature with respect to the melting temperature
and long period to the different annealing conditions employed
for the different samples.
A question here arises on the reasons for these distinct
differences in the long period of rings vs. linear chains as seen
on slow heating. We address this question with the help of
Fig. 6 showing the configurations of three chains in a highly
schematic way. Chain 1 has an extended configuration with
a twice folded chain. The amorphous part is comprised by
segments already in a pre-strained extended configuration.
Chain 2 has also a twice folded pattern but it contains a topo-
logical constraint within the amorphous part. Chain 3 has a
folded configuration within the same crystalline stem. From
the three configurations only one can easily attain the final
equilibrium configuration (in the right). For example, the
configuration of Chain 2 requires substantial re-organization
within the crystalline lamellar stems. In addition, its entangled
topology within the amorphous domains is not supported by
the melt characteristics.5–9 Chain 3 can only attain the equili-
brium conformation by a slow sluggish motion that would
inevitably result to continuous lamellar thickening, against
the experimental observations. In contrast, Chain 1, with the
pre-formed extended chain conformation more easily can attain
the equilibrium lamellar. To account for the density within the
amorphous domains a small fraction of Chain 3 type conforma-
tions in a majority of Chain 1 conformations can be envisaged.
The role of the latter is not only to adjust the density but also
to fix the position of the amorphous part right in the center of
Chain 1. Hence, a distinct feature of the crystalline lamellar
in ring polymers is that it is composed from chains that are
more extended in the absence of any topological constraints
(entanglements). These features more easily allow for the
doubling of lamellar periodicity at lower temperatures or to
a crystalline lamellar with the equilibrium domain spacing
at higher temperatures. Linear polymers, on the other hand,
contain topological constraints in their amorphous part. In this
case, the only root towards the equilibrium extended conforma-
tion is by a slow lamellar thickening process as observed experi-
mentally (Fig. S3, ESI†).
At this point we recall a single report on lamellar doubling in
linear ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene crystallized
from solution.43 This finding was discussed in terms of mutual
chain rearrangement between adjacent lamellae involving a
sliding motion along the axis resulting to the doubling of
Fig. 5 Results from temperature-dependent SAXS experiments on L5k
(top) and R5k (bottom) PEO on the relation between crystallization
temperature and long period. The symbols correspond to: (top) (black
circles): 321 K, (blue circles): 322 K, (red circles): 323 K, (green circles):
324 K and (magenta circles): 325 K; (bottom): (green squares): 321 K, (red
squares): 323 K and (magenta squares): 325 K. For the linear PEO, the
crystallization line and re-crystallization lines are shown with solid and
dash-dotted lines, respectively, whereas the melting line is shown with a
blue dashed line. These lines give the dependence of the crystallization
and re-crystallization temperatures on the inverse periodicity. For the ring
PEO the crystallization lines is shown with a blue dash-dotted line and the
melting line with a blue dashed line. Notice, the higher melting points for
the rings (blue dashed line) and that the crystallization line of the ring PEO
coincides with the re-crystallization line of the linear PEO.
Fig. 6 Three chain configurations in a ring polymer (left) as compared to
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lamellar thickness. Such type of sliding motions may also be
held responsible for some peculiar features seen in the SAXS
data of rings. Heating the sample at a rate of 0.15 K min1
causes at ca. 326.71 K (Fig. 4b) almost the complete disappear-
ance of the scattering peaks, suggesting either (i) that almost all
crystalline regions were molten before the better ordered and
thicker crystalline state was formed at higher temperature (and
later times), or (ii) changing contrast between amorphous
and crystalline domains by the slow sliding motions of chains.
Another peculiar feature of the long period shown in Fig. 5 is
the fact that upon increasing temperature, the long period is
first becoming smaller before it slightly increases. This feature
may also reflect slow chain sliding motions resulting in anni-
hilation of defects. Lastly, we should comment on the proposed
thickening mechanism for PCL rings. The proposed thickening
mechanism was by a continuous sliding motion of type 3
chains. In contrast, our results for PEO rings suggest a distinct
lamellar thickening process by doubling of the long period.
This favors chain configurations of type 1 (with the extended
configuration).
We also need to comment on the higher melting tempera-
ture for rings. We mention here that earlier work14,15 discussed
the different melting temperatures of linear and ring polymers
by a modified GT equation. The melting temperature is defined
as TNf = (Hmelt  Hcr)/(Smelt  Scr), where the indices refer to the
melt and crystalline states, respectively. Based on the more
compact structures of rings in the their melt state the expectation
is that Smelt(R) o Smelt(L). In addition, given the more stretched
segmental conformations within the amorphous domains
(Chain 1) the expectation is that the same inequality will hold
for the crystalline state as well, i.e., Scr(R) o Scr(L). Hence the
higher equilibrium melting temperature of rings reflects a
delicate balance of the configurational entropies of the melt
and crystal states of ring and linear chains so that: Smelt(R) 
Scr(R) o Smelt(L)  Scr(L).
Superstructure formation. The POM images for both linear
and ring polymers display the usual Maltese cross extinction
pattern shown in Fig. 7. However, some features for rings are
distinct. For R2k, the superstructure is spherulitic at 312 K but
is truncated when crystallized at 317 K. We have analyzed the
(linear) growth rates of linear and ring PEOs using the crystal-
lization theory of Lauritzen and Hoffman44 (crystal growth by
secondary nucleation) which has a molecular basis, in that,
it accounts for the diffusion and crystallization of chains. The
crystal growth rate is given by








where G0 is the growth rate constant, B is the activation para-
meter for transport of crystallizing units across the crystal-
liquid interface, T0 is the ‘‘ideal’’ glass temperature located
below Tg, and Kg(i) is the nucleation rate constant that contains
information on the lateral- and fold-surface free energies and
the heat of fusion (in the model proposed by Strobl,42 the
equilibriummelting temperature is replaced by the zero-growth
temperature). The symbol i represent a number associated to
the particular regime and is equal to 4 for regimes I and III and
equal to 2 for regime II. The three regimes differ according to
the competition between the rate of deposition of secondary
nuclei (d) and the rate of lateral surface spreading (g); in regime
I, d { g and appears at very low supercoolings, in regime II,
dE g and occurs for intermediate supercooling and in regime III,
d 4 g, and corresponds to very high supercoolings. Taking the
natural logarithm of the growth rates and plotting lnG(i) vs.
(TcDT)
1 the different regimes can be identified from the distinct
changes in slopes. Notice, that the abscissa in Fig. 7 is corrected
for the different equilibrium melting temperatures for rings vs.
linear chains. Thus the three regimes are clearly shown for L2k.
We mention here that work by Kovacs et al. suggested that the
growth kinetics of short chains of PEO is controlled by the folding
of chains.45 In R2k, growth is dominated by regimes I and II. But
the most pertinent feature of rings is that the growth rates are
some orders of magnitude higher than for its linear counterpart.
Note that a faster growth rate for ring PEOs was also found in
another study albeit at a single temperature.28 This feature for the
ring polymers is anticipated by the faster diffusion in the melt
state associated with the lower melt viscosity and more compact
structure of rings.5–13 From the LH analysis44 of the spherulitic
growth rates the following parameters were extracted for L2k;
Kg(I) = 22300 K
2, Kg(II) = 7600 K
2, Kg(III) = 78500 K
2 as compared
to R2k; Kg(I) = 20500 K
2, Kg(II) = 9400 K
2. The corresponding
product of the lateral surface free energy, s, with the fold surface
free energy, se, is sse(I)B 120 erg
2 cm4, sse(II)B 80 erg
2 cm4,
sse(III) B 420 erg
2 cm4 for L2k and sse(I) B 110 erg
2 cm4,
sse(II) B 100 erg
2 cm4 for R2k (the calculation was based on:
width of a chain of b = 4.62 Å, DHf = 2.36  109 erg cm2 and the
VFT parameters reported below).
Local segmental dynamics. The local segmental dynamics
of PEO within the amorphous phase of the semicrystalline
Fig. 7 (left) Growth rates of superstructures as a function of scaled
temperature with respect to the equilibrium melting point, TNf , for the
L2k (squares) and R2k (circles) PEO. The actual temperature range was 311
to 324 K for L2k and 304 to 318 for R2k. Latin letters I, II and III indicate the
three growth regimes. Lines are guides to the eye. (right) Representative
POM images of superstructures of R2k at 317 K (top) and at 312 K (bottom).
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chains have been studied by DS. The question here is how the
segmental mobility of ring polymers differ from their linear
counterparts. The absence of chain ends and the doubly folded
chains back to the crystal in the ring case (i.e., Chain 1, Fig. 6)
could impose more constraints on the segmental motion. On
the other hand, the degree of crystallinity plays also an impor-
tant role as lower crystallinity implies longer loops away from
the crystal and hence less restricted segments that could result
to faster segmental dynamics. Hence, the segmental dynamics
will be influenced by both (a) the tethering of chains at the
crystal phase and (b) the length of excursion of folded chains.
The results for the segmental dynamics are discussed with
respect to the Arrhenius representation of characteristic times.
The latter were extracted by fitting the dielectric loss curves
(Fig. S6 and S7, ESI†) in Fig. 8. Linear PEO of high molecular
weight (Mw = 32 500 g mol
1)46 exhibits a local segmental
process that conforms to the Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT)
equation:





12 s) is the relaxation time in the limit of very
high temperatures, B = 1010 K is the activation parameter and
T0 = 182 K is the ‘‘ideal’’ glass temperature.
Notice that this term is identical to the ‘‘diffusion’’ term in
eqn (6) for the superstructure growth. Linear L20k follows the
same VFT dependence but the lower molecular weights follow
a less steep dependence with t0 = 10
12 s, B = 2550  50 K and
T0 = 140  3 K (Tg = 219 K). At lower temperatures all linear
polymers are characterized by two local relaxation termed g and
g0 with an Arrhenius T-dependence and activation energies of
32 and 25 kJ mol1, respectively.46 Ring PEOs in their glassy
state exhibit the same (g and g0) local processes. This further
confirms the local nature of these glassy modes as are unaffected
by the ring topology. In addition to these processes another
slower process exists in the glassy state, indicated as b-process,
that is more evident in R20k. This process has been discussed
in terms of PEO segments confined within the restricted
amorphous phase of PEO.47 On the other hand, the segmental
dynamics in the rings are independent of molecular weight and
can be described by a single VFT process with parameters:
t0 = 10
12 s (held fixed), B = 2800  100 K and T0 = 120  3 K
(Tg = 207 K). In comparing the segmental dynamics of linear
and ring PEOs, it appears that the latter, are more ‘‘strong’’
glasses, as reflected in the lower value of the steepness index,
m*, defined as48







which is equivalent to the slope in the ‘‘fragility’’ plot of log t vs.
Tg/T. The steepness index can readily be calculated from
m ¼ BTg
Tg  T0
 2ðln 10Þ (9)
and amount toB40 1 and 34 2 for the linear (L2k, L5k) and
ring PEOs, respectively. This value of the steepness index is
characteristic of ‘‘strong’’ glass formers and shows a depen-
dence on the ring structure. Actually with a steepness index of
B34, ring PEOs form one of the ‘‘strongest’’ glasses.49 This low
value for rings is in agreement with the notion of more
extended chains within the amorphous domains (Chain 1 in
Fig. 6). We mention here that an earlier study28 on quenched
ring PEOs of low molecular weights indicated somewhat higher
Tg’s for the ring polymers.
4. Conclusion
The absence of entanglements, the more compact structure and
the faster chain diffusion in melts of ring PEOs have immediate
consequences on their crystallization behavior. Ring topology
has little effect on the structure at theBnm length scale but it
strongly affects the structure at intermediate (lamellar) and
global (spherulite) length scales as well as the dynamics. The
main conclusions from the present study can be summarized
as follows:
Fig. 8 Arrhenius relaxation map for the segmental (a-) (triangles) and for
the more local g (circles) and g0 (squares) processes in linear (top) and ring
(bottom) PEOs. The symbols correspond to: (top) (red): 2k, (blue): 5k and
(wine): 20k; (bottom) (orange): 2k, (green): 5k, (cyan): 10k and (magenta):
20k. Dashed, dashed-dotted and solid black lines give the segmental, local
g and g0 processes of linear PEO of high molecular weight. The red-lines
are fits to the VFT equation for the segmental processes in the lower
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	 With respect to the unit cell, both rings and linear chains
upon crystallization adopt the same unit cell (7/2 helix; mono-
clinic unit cell) with identical lattice parameters.
	 At the level of the lamellar structure the data revealed a
strong effect of molecular weight and annealing. Rings below
2k attain only one configuration, i.e., the equilibrium one,
composed from twice-folded chains with a lamellar periodicity
that is half of the corresponding linear chains. Rings above 2k
undergo distinct step-like conformational changes from a
crystalline lamellar with strained segments within the amor-
phous domains to a crystalline lamellar with the equilibrium
configuration (composed from twice-folded chains). Rings melt
from this configuration in the absence of crystal thickening in
sharp contrast to linear chains. In general, rings more easily
attain their extended equilibrium configuration due to strained
segments and absence of entanglements. In addition, there is a
higher equilibrium melting temperature for rings.
	 At the level of the spherulitic superstructure, growth rates
are much faster for rings reflecting the – theoretically predicted –
faster diffusion and more compact structure in the melt state of
rings vs. linear chains.
	 Lastly, with respect to the segmental dynamics, a steeper
dependence of the characteristic relaxation times on temperature
is obtained for rings reflecting the strained segments in the
amorphous domains.
The findings with respect to unit cell and the spherulitic
superstructure are not new for rings. However, the finding on
the melting mechanism for rings with a distinct doubling of the
long period has not been reported in earlier studies on ring
polymers. It is a unique mechanism resulting from the absence
of topological constraints (entanglements) for ring polymers.
In addition, the effect of topology on the segmental dynamics is
examined here for the first time.
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